
Summary of Wokingham RE Primary Network: 5.10.16 

24 attendees from 23 schools including Catherine Jinkerson 

 We looked at national updates. We went through the REC Code of Practice and Media 

Tookit 

 Also ran through all the NATRE newsletter and talked about Spirited Arts Competition. 

 Gave out SACRE leaflets. 

 I went through Understanding Christianity and said they would have to contact Ann 

Andrews if they were interested. She and I have emailed this week because I wanted to 

know the details of how Oxford was running it out. We looked at the frieze and I 

explained the concepts and how they were being covered and how it could fit with 

Discovery and the text, impact, connections methodology. 

 We then talked about Crossing the Bridges at length - several of them tried to use it last 

year but the places of worship weren't accommodating so they are really pleased 

Catherine will be sorting that. Cathering and I presented jointly and she got details of any 

contacts they already have. I also shared the powerpoint briefly just to show them what 

had been discussed and they were really impressed with how powerful Steven's stuff was 

and glad that we had shared the Primary Enquiry approach with the SACREs so the faith 

reps can understand it. Some that had been on it before were raving about the previous 

"On location" day and wanted to do it again. Also felt it would be great to go to the places 

that were offering visits as they had loved the Gurdwara that had been visited last time, 

went back to school all fired up, and then when they contacted it to take children were 

told they couldn't really accommodate that. 

 Windmill school is new and the RE leader has not had the CD Rom of photos and thought 

it looked amazing. Some of the others that have become RE leads since it happened were 

saying that they haven't seen it and were very impressed and wanted to know if they 

could either be sent out again, or downloaded from somewhere if sending out on CDs will 

be too expensive to repeat. Will pass on the link when I get it from Anne. 
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